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Abstract 
Praeger, C.E., Balanced direc:ed cycle designs based on groups, Discrete Mathematics 92 
(1991) 275-290. 
A balanced directed cy$e design with parameters (v, k. A) is_a decomposition of the complete 
directed multigraph AK,, into edge disjoint directed cycles C,. The paper elaborates on the 
‘difference method’ for constructing these designs from groups and obtains some new 
constructions and classification results for designs with large automorphism groups. 
1. Introduction 
A balanced dire&J cycle design (see [3]) with parafneters (v, k, A) is a 
decomposition of the complete directed multigraph M, into edge disjoint 
directed cycles (?k of lenglh k. (Here U?,, denotes the directed graph on u vertices 
such that for each ordered pair (u, V) of distinct vertices there are A directed 
edges from u to u. Similarly UK” denotes the undirected graph with A edges 
between any pair of distinct vertices.) In the literature these designs have been 
investigated from several different viewpoints. For example such a design has 
been interpreted as a set of 2r points and a set of cyclically ordered blocks of 
k distinct points, or more formally a set of blocks of the form 
{(.L G), (x2, x3),. . . , (xkr -4) where xl, . . . , _xk are k distinct points, such that 
each ordered pair (x, y) of distinct points lies in exactly E. blocks. With this 
interpretation the designs have been called 2-(7.~. k, A) Mendehhn designs, see [5: 
61. On the other hand these designs have been investigated in the more genera! 
setting of graph designs. For r a directed graph or graph on k vertices a 
(v, k, A)r-design is a decomposition of the complete directed multigraph J.& or 
complete muitigraph AK,, respectively into edge disjoint subgraphs isomorphic to 
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rsee [7, 41. Thus a balanced directed cycle design with parameters (v, k, A) is a 
(v, k, A)&-&sign and we shall use this notation in this paper. 
Much is known about the existence of (v, k, A)ek-designs. If b is the number of 
blocks then counting the number of ordered pairs (B, (x, y)), where B is a block, 
that is a directed k-cycle, and (x, y) is an edge of B, yields 
bk = v(v - l)n. 
Thus a necessary condition for the existence of a (v, k, A)ek-design is the 
congruence 
Av(v - 1) = 0 (mod k). 
It was shown by Wilson [ll] that if TV is large enough then this congruence is a 
sufficient condition for the existence of a (v, k, L)ck-design. Also the congruence 
is known to be a sufficient condition for existence in certain other cases, for 
example if L = 1 and Y = 0 or 1 (mod k), or if A. = 1 and v is a prime power, or if 
rl = 1 and k is ‘small’. The paper [4] contains a survey of these results. 
The motivation for the present paper came from the paper [5] of Brand and 
Huffman which classified and investigated those (v, k, l&designs, where v is a 
prime power, which admit a group of automorphisms which is sharply Z-transitive 
on points and has cyclic point stabilizers. That paper involved a method of 
construction of (v, k, A&-designs based on an abelian group. This construction 
method is also discussed in [4] and is called there the ‘difference method’. The 
present paper may be viewed as a commentary on the difference method of 
construction of designs: the aim is to refine the construction and to extend the 
classification results of [5]. 
In the next section the notion of a (v, k, h)ek-design based on a group of order 
VJ is defined and developed and Section 3 contains a discussion of examples with 
large values of k. In Section 4 a product construction is given for designs based on 
groups. Then Section 5 examines designs based on a group G which admit as 
automorphisms a nontrivial subgroup of the automorphism group Aut G of G. 
Several applications are given. 
2. Designs based on gmups 
Let 9 be a (v, k, h&design. Each block B of 9~ is a directed k-cycle 
(Xl, - * . , xk) in AR,,. Thus B determines the k-tuple (x,, . . . , xk) of points up to 
cyclic shifts. 
Computarional!y it will be convenient to use the following convention: For 
k-tuples x = (xi, . . . , xk) and y = (y,, . . . , yk) write x = y if and only if y is a 
cyclic shift of X, that is if and only if y = (x!, . . . , xk, xl, . . . , xi_,) for some 
1 e i S k. Then a block B can be regarded as a =-class of k-tuples of distinct 
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points and it will be convenient to write 
B=(x,, . . . ,Xk) 
for any k-tupfe (x1, . . . , xk) in this class. 
We introduce the notion of a design based on a group. 
Definition 2.1. Let G be a group of order u and 9 a (v, k, A)&-design. Then $3 
is said to be based on G if the points of 9~ can be identified with the elements of 
G in such a way that left multiplication by elements of G induce automorphisms 
of $3; in other words there is a monomorphism $J : g+ &. from G into the 
automorphism group Aut 9 of 9 such that for each block B = (x1, x2, . . . , xk) of 
9 the image B4 = g-‘B = (g-lx*, g-lx*, . . . , g-l+) is also a block of 9. 
Both [4, Section III] and [5] discuss designs based on abelian groups. In this 
section the work of [5] is developed for the class of all finite groups since this 
more general case presents no difficulties and there are examples based on 
non-abelian groups. 
Let 9 be a (v, k, il)c,-design based on a group G. Then G is isomorphic to 
(G)@, a subgroup of Gut 9. Let the orbits of G (actually of (G)#) on the blocks 
of 9 be S;, . . . , 0,. 
For a block B=(x~,..., xk) the G-orbit 0 containing B is O= 
{gB=(gx,, . . . , gxk) 1 g E G}. Define m(B) to be the =-class containing the 
k-tuple 
(X&, X& . . . , x;!q). 
Then clearly m(B) = m(gB) for all g E G, that is m(B) depends only on the 
orbit to which B belongs. Thus it is natural to call this =-class m(O), that is 
m(O) =m(B) for B in 0. Just as 6’ determines m(6’) it is also true that m(0) 
determines 0. 
Lemma 2.2. (a) Zf 0 is a G-orbit then m( 0) is contained in the set 
9k(G) = ((gl, . . . ,gk)(giGEG, andforalll<iSk, I<j=Sk, 
&+I * * * gi+i = 1G if and only ifj = k}. 
Here the subscripts of the gi are to be taken mod&o k. 
(b) If NP(gl, . . . , gk) then 
fl= {Bg = (g, gg,, gg,g,, . . . , gg, - - -g/c) 1 g E G). 
Proof. (a) The fact that m(0) is contained in &(G) follows from the fact that 
the k entries in a block in 0 are distinct elements of G. 
(b) If B E 0 then there is a k-tuple (x,, . . . , xk) in the =-class B such that 
(x;‘x*, . . , , n;‘x,) = (g,, . . . , gk) and hence B is the block B,,= 
(x2, x2g2r * s * 9 x2g2 m . * gk). It follows easily that 0 is the set given in (b). 0 
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The size of 0 is easily determined using elementary theory of permutation 
groups: ]S( is equal tc the index in G of the subgroup Gs = {g E G 1 gB = B} of G 
which fixes B, as a directed cycle, that is which fixes setwise the =-class of 
k-tuples representing B. The size of GB depends on the period per(O) of 
m(Q)=(g,, . . . , gJ defined as the least positive integer c such that gi = g,+= for 
all i. 
Lemma 2.3. Let m = (gl, . . . , gk) be a =class contained in Yk(G). Let 
(g,, * . . , gk) have period c and set g(m) = gl * . . g,. Let B = (gl, glg2, . . . , 
g1g2 . . * gk) and let 0 = {gB 1 g E G} be the G-orbit on =-classes containing 
m. Then the setwise stabilizer Gs of B is (g(m)) and hence 101 = vclk, 
lGBl = k/c. In particular the size of a G-orbit 0 on blocks is v per(O)/k and 
lGsl = k/peW). 
Proof. For an element h E G, hB = (hg,, hglg2, . . . , hgIg2 . * * gk). Recall that 
hB determines a k-tupie up to cyclic shifts. So hB = B if and only if the k-tuple 
(kg,, . . . , hglg2 . l * gk) is equal to some cyclic shift of the k-tuple 
&!19 g1g29 ’ * * , g1g2. * * gk), that is, if and only if, for some i, hgI . . . gj = 
g1 * . + gi+j-l for all j, taking subscripts modulo k. The equations for j = 1 and 
j = 2 yield g2 = gi+i and taking the remaining equations with j 3 3 one by one we 
find gi =gi+j-1 for all j. In particular gl = gi and hence h = g, - - - gig:’ = 
g1 . * . gi_1. Moreover, the fact that gj =gi+j-i for all j means that i - 1 is a 
multiple of c and hence h is a power of g(m). Thus Gs s (g(m)) and since g(m) 
B=BwehaveGs= (g(m)). Finally g(m) has order k/c (recall the definition of 
Y,(G)) and hence lCrl= IG : GB] = lGl/]Gs] = vclk. 0 
By Lemma 2.2 the set 9 = {m(q) 1 1 < i s t} determines the design 9. Let 
9’(B) be the set of all k-tuples x such that x = m(4) for some i = 1, . . . , t. Then 
9’(B) is a subset of Z&(G), and is the union of the =-classes in $8. If Spis a subset 
of y;((G) which is a union of complete =-classes then the corresponding set $ of 
=-classes is called a diflerence family for a (v, k, A$,-design based on G, if the 
set of =-classes in {(g, gg2, gg2g3, . . . , gg2 - - * gk) 1 g E G, (gl, . . . , gk) E 9) is 
the set of blocks of a (v, k, A&design. The result in [6] (see also [4]) which 
determines, for an abelian group G, precisely when a subset of Y,(G) is a 
difference family for a (v, k, A)ck-design, carries over for ail groups G, but we 
have to be more careful with the proof. 
Proposition 2.4. Let G be a group of order v, k > 1 an integer, and let Y be a 
subset of Y”(G) which is the union of complete =-classes of k-tuples. Let 9 be the 
set of =-classes in 9. 
(a) For g E G and m E 9 th e number n,(m) of occurrences of g as an entry in 
the first per (m) entries of a k-tuple (g 1, . . . , gk) =m depends only on m (that is 
this number is the same as that for (gi, . . . , gk, g,, . . . , gi_l) for all i). 
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(b) The set $ is a difference family for a (v, k, A&-design based on G if and 
only if, for each non-identity element g of G, the sum C n,(m) over all m E $ is A, 
and the identity of G does not occur at all. 
Proof’. Part (a) is clearly true. Note that since 9’ is a subset of S$JG) the identity 
of G does not occur in any m in 5% Poor m = (g,, . . . , gk j in $ let p(m) denote 
the period of (gl, . . . , gk) and let 6’(m) denote the set of =-classes in the set 
{(g,gg*,...,ggz...gk)lgEG}. 
Let 9 denote the union of O(m) for m in $. 
Let g be a tixed non-identity element of G and let A(g) be the number of 
occurrences of g as an entry in the first periods of elements of 9, that is 
k(g) = mz6 n,(m). 
Now for m=(g,, . . . ,gk) in 68 the element g occurs n,(m)k/p(m) times in m. 
Thus each B in O(m) contains exactly n,(m)klp(m) ordered pairs of the form 
(u, ug) for some u E G. By Lemma 2.3 the size of O(m) is vp(m)/k and hence 
there are w,(m) occurrences of ordered pairs of the form (u, ug), for some 
u E G, in elements of O(m). Since t??(m) is closed under left translation by 
elements of G it follows that for each u E G the ordered pair (u, ug) occurs 
exactly n,(m) times in elements of G(m). Hence for each u E G the ordered pair 
(u, tig) occurs exactly A(g) times in elements of 9. Thus 61 is a difference family 
for a (v, k, A)&-design 9 if and only if I(g) = A for each non-identity element g 
in G. 0 
A class of (v, k, A)ek-designs based on non-abelian groups is given below. 
Example 2.5. Let N = (GF(q), +) be the additive group of a field of order q, let 
p be a prime dividing q - 1, and let H be the subgroup of order p of the 
multiplicative group of GF(q). Let G = N - H be the usual semidirect product of 
N by JY, that is for n, n’ EN and h, h’ EH, the product (h, n)(h’, n’) is 
(hh’, h’n + n’). Let x be a primitive element of GF(q) and let m = (q - 1)/p. 
Then the p-tuple of elements of N 
Xi = ((1, Xi), (1, Xi+m), . . - ) (1, Xi+‘P-“m)) 
lies in gpP(G) &X r:~lr 0 & i c m. Purther each element g E G - N has order p and 
so the constant p-tuple 
g=(g,...,g) 
also lies in sPp(G). Moreover, the Xi, 0 s i <m, and the g, g E G - N, all lie in 
distinct =-classes. It follows from Proposition 2.4 that the set of =-classes 
containing an Xi, 0 diem, or a g,gEG - N, is the ditference family for a 
(qp, p, l)cp-design based on G. 
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3. Designs with large k based on groups 
This section contains a few remarks about (v, k, l)ek-designs based on a group 
G with k = v and k = v - 1. The case k = v is used to illustrate the fact that there 
may be quite strong restrictions on the nature of the group G. Recall that in any 
(v, k, A&design the number of blocks is v(v - l)A/k. 
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that 9 is a (v, v, l)c,-design based on a group G with 
difference set $ where v =p” is a power of a prime p. Then: 
(a) G ti a cyclic group. 
(b) There are at feast p - 1 constant v-tuples in 9. 
(c) If v=p then 6 consists of the v-l blocks (1,g,g2,. . . ,gW1) for g a 
non-identity element of G. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.3, for each G-orbit 6, lOl= Y per(O)/k divides v =p’, and 
since the number of blocks is v(v - l)A/k = v - 1 =p - 1 (modp) it follows that 
there are at least p - 1 orbits of length 1. Now let 0 be an orbit of length 1. Then 
the =-class m(0) consists of a single constant k-tuple (g, . . . , g) and by Lemma 
2.3 G = GB = (g ), so G is cyclic. Finally if v = p the p - 1 orbits of length 1 
exhaust all the blocks so 8 consists of the p - 1 distinct constant v-tuples and 9 
is as in (c). El 
Now let us consider the case of (v, v - 1, l)c”_,-designs 9 based on a group 
G. Here the number of blocks is v and for an orbit 0, since klper(6’) divides v by 
Lemma 2.3, the period of 0 must be per(O) = k = v - 1 and hence lOI= v. Thus 
there is just one G-orbit and so $ consists of a sing!e =c!ass 
m =a = (al,. . . , a,_,). 
By Proposition 2.4, each non-identity element of G occurs as an entry of a. Thus 
we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.2. The difference family $8 for a (v, v - 1, l)cV_l-design 9 based on a 
group G consists of a single =-class of (v - 1)-tuples m = (a,, . . . , aV_l) such that 
(aI, . . . , a,,_,) is a listing of the non-identity elements of G such that for all 
lsiskand lsj<k 
Wi+l * ’ ’ tZi+j-1 = lc 
if and only if j = k. 
The last condition is just the condition that a lies in sPV_,(G). If G is abelian 
then the condition that al . - - a”_, is the identity is simply the condition ihai ihe 
Sylow 2-subgroup of G is not a noutrivisl cyclic group. One class of examples is 
the famous class based on the additive group of a field of ofder greater than 2. 
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Example 3.3. Let G = (GF(q), +) for some prime power q > 2 and let x be a 
primitive element in the field. Take 
a = (1, x, X2, . . . , n”-2). 
These designs can be found in [8] and [9] and are some of the examples 
characterized in [5, Theorem 2.31. 
In passing it is worth noting that there is a strange parallel between these 
designs and the directed terraces for groups defined in [l]. Here a listing 
b=(bl,. . -, b,_,) is required of all the non-identity elements of G such that 
(b11b2, . . . , b;!,b,) is again a listing of the non-identity elements of G and lies 
in Y+,(G). A directed terrace on the other hand is a listing b of all the elements 
of G such that b* = (1, b;‘b2, . . . , b;!,b,) is also a listing of G. (The u-tuple b* 
is called a sequencing of G, and these v-tuples are used to construct complete 
Latin squares which in turn can be used to construct (v, v, l)c,,-designs, see [l, 
81-J 
Note that (v, k, I)&-designs (not necessarily ones based on groups) with k = u 
exist for all even u (see [lo]) and those with k = v - 1 exist for all u (see [2]). 
4. A product constrwtion 
Let !Br, a2 be directed cycle designs with the same parameter k and with A = 1 
based on groups G1 and G2 respectively. This section gives a product construction 
for a design S1 x ‘& based on Gr x Gz. 
Definition 4.1. Let Z?& and $2 be the difference families for two balanced directed 
cycle designs C@r and D2 based on groups G, and G2 with parameters (ttrr, k, 1) 
and (v2, k, 1) respectively. The product 9, x S$ of these designs is the 
(2~~212, k, l)ck-design based on G, X G2 with difference family (Br x 9~~)~ 
consisting of the following =-classes: 
(i) Fora=@,, . . . , uk) in a =-class in $r and b = (b,, . . . , bk) in a =-class in 
$2 the =-class containing 
a x b = (a,b,, a2b2, . . . , a,b,). 
(ii) For u in a =-class in &I and b in a =-class in C& the =-classes containing 
axl,,=tz and &,x6=6 
where 1, denotes the constant sequence with entry lG,. 
The identification of a x IG = ((al, I&, . . . , (ak, I&) with u and lG, x b with 
b should cause no confusion. It is necessary of course to verify that the set 
(9, x S&)” is indeed the difference family for a (21,u2, k, l&-design based on 
G, x G2. 
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Proof. We show that the conditions of Proposition 2.4 hold. If X, y are 
non-identity elements of Gi and Gz respectively then by Proposition 2.4 there are 
unique ml E 8, and m2 E i& such that X, y occur once in the first period of ml, m2 
respectively. Then there is a unique k-tuple CL in ml with first entry x and a unique 
6 in m2 with first entry y and the =-class of a x 6 is the unique element of 
(9i x 9&)* which contains (xr y) as an entry and (x, y) occurs only once in the 
first period. Similarly mp = a X 1, and mb = lG, X b are the unique =-classes in 
(9, x !&)” which contain (x, lGz) and (lq, y) respectively and ?iiese elements 
occur just once in the first period of m,, mb respectively. 0 
It is possible to form the product of a (v,, k, A&-design based on G, and a 
(u7, k, A,)(?,-design based on G2 by taking Ai copies of each lG, X 6 and A2 copies 
of each a x 1, in part (ii) of the definition. The resulting product design would 
be a (t5u2, k, AJ2)&-design based on Gi x G2 and would of course have 
repeated blocks. There is available a different product construction due to 
Bermond for designs with these parameters, for which one of the ingredients is a 
decomposition of the lexicographic product &[nK1] into edge disjoint copies of 
&, see [4, IV 6.41. The presence of the groups Gi, G2 makes the product 
construction given in Definition 4.1 very simple. In the next section it will be 
shown that a generalization of this product construction in some circumstances 
gives a precise description of the possible designs. 
5. (v, k, l&Designs based on groups admit&g further automorphisms 
Here we consider a (v, k, l)&-design 9 based on a group G which admits as 
automorphisms elements of a certain subgroup A of the automorphism group 
Aut G of G, that is if a: E A and B = (x1, . . . , xk) is a block of 9 then also 
B"=(xf, . . . , x9 is a block of 9. Under these circumstances the semidirect 
product G - A acts on 9. (It is possible that A is unfaithful on 9. Note that 
&a = (Y&. for g E G and IY E A so A normalizes (C)e.) Thus GA permutes the 
G-orbits 4, . . . , Ot of blocks of 9 and GA-orbits on blocks are certain unions of 
the 4. Let S,,..., SS be the GA-orbits on blocks of 9; we may assume that 
Q E 9, for all i = 1, . . . , s. Then A is transitive on the set of Oj contained in each 
.Z$ and the action of A on the I!$ is equivalent o its action on the =-classes m(4) 
since m(Q = WZ(OJ~ for CY E A. 
We can determine how many orbits 4 lie in a GA-orbit 9 by investigating the 
action of A on the m(Q). 
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Proposition 5.1. Let 0 be a G-orbit wiih m(0) = m = (b,, . . . , bk) and let 1 be the 
least integer in the range 1 s 1 s k such that bl and br+, are conjugate in A: let 
ar E A be such that br+I = b f. Then the following are true: 
(a) The centralizer C = CA(bi) of bi in A is independent of i. 
(b) The first period of m is the concatenation bb” - - - hoi+’ where j is the or&r of 
(Y modulo C (that is j is the least positive -integer for which ad’ E C), and 
b = (b,, . . . , b,). In particular per(o) = lj. 
(c) The subgroup A0 of A fixing 0 setwke L C(a). 
(d) The GA-orbit 9 containing 6 fi a union of r = IA : C(a) 1 of the.G-orbits, 
say Si,, . . . , O,, and the set of entries in the m( O,), 1~ u s r, is the union of the 
A-classes containing b,, . . . , b,. Thus 0 determines 1 distinct A-classes 
[b,], . . . 9 [b,] each of size rj on which A acts equivalently by conjugation. 
The information contained in this proposition seems to impose severe 
restrictions on the designs, but there are of course many examples. 
Example 5.2. Let G = (GF(q), +) be the additive group of a field of order q and 
A = (GF(q)#, -) the group of automorphisms of G induced by multiplication by 
nonzero field elements. Then A = (x) where x is a primitive element and all 
(q, k, l)ek-designs based on G admitting A are classified in [5, Theorem 2.31 and 
are as in (a) or (b) below. 
(a) The parameter k = (q - 1)/t for some t 2 1 and the difference family 581 is
the set of 
Mi = (xi, xi+‘, . . . , x~+(‘-‘)‘), for 0 c i C t. 
(b) The parameter k is the prime p dividing q and the difference family is the 
set of (q - 1) constant k-tuples 
(ydb.9 y) for y # 0 in G. 
Proof of Proposition 5.1. Part (c) is clearly true if 1= k so we suppose 
temporarily that 1 < k. By Proposition 2.4 m(F) is the unique element of the 
difference family with br as an entry and it follows that m(O)‘)(l= m(0) so that ma 
is equal to a cyclic shift of m. Moreover, bf occurs only once in the first period of 
m and hence the first 21 entries of m are bb”. It follows similarly that the first 
period of m is bb” - - - b&‘-l where j is the least positive integer such that aj 
centralizes each of b, , . . . , 6,. 
Now return to the general case where 1 =z k. If an element y of A centraiizes 
one of the bi then, again by Proposition 2.4, my is a cyclic shift of m and as b; 
occurs only once in the first period of m it follows that y centralizes all of the hi, 
1 c is 1. Thus C = CA(bi) is independent of i and (a) is proved. Moreover, the 
Integer j in the previous paragraph is the order of LY modulo C so (b) is proved. 
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It follows from the argument above that CGA, and cy EAT so that C(a) E 
Ae. Let y EAT. Then 6: is an entry in m(V) = m(0) and so b: = b; for some 
1 d i s lj. The only entries bi which are conjugate to bl in A are those where 
i = i’l + 1 and biSr+I = b< so that y(d)-’ centralizes bI and hence y E C( (u) and 
(c) is proved. 
The number of G-orbits in 9 is r = IA : AJ, and clearly the set of elements 
which occur as entries in the m(QjU) for these orbits 0;” is the union of the 
A-classes containing bl, . . . , b,. The size of each of these classes is IA : Cl = 
r jC( a) : Cl = rj and A induces equivalent conjugation actions on them. q 
Two applications of this result are considered below. 
Application 1. Designs based on GF(q) 
Let G = (GF(q), +) be the additive group of the field of order q =p”, where p 
is a prime and e 2 1. Suppose that 9 is a (q, k, I)(?,-design based on G and 
admitting as automo.phisms the elements in the subgroup A = (a} of order s z=- 1
of the multiplicative group of GF(q), where s divides q - 1. Let 0 be a G-orbit 
and let m(0) = (b,, . . . , bk). Note that each A-class in G’ has size s, that is, the 
centralizer in A of each nonzero element of G is trivial. (Thus the parameter j in 
Proposition 5.1 is the order of ( LY).) First note the following dichotomy. 
Lemma 5.3. Let I be the least integer, 1~1 ek, such that bl and b,+I are 
A-conjugates, that is bl+I = blx for some x E A. Then either 
(a) x = 1 and m(0) has period 1, and k = I or k = lp, or 
(b) x Z 1 and m(0) has period k = lj where j, the order of x, divides s. 
Proof. If x = 1 then by Proposition 2.4, m(0) has period I and k is I or lp 
according as g(0) = b1 + - . - + b, is zero or not. So suppose that x # 1. Then by 
Proposition 5.1, per(6’) = lj where, as was noted above, j is the multiplicative 
order of x. Alsog(6)=b,+*..+bO=b*x* where b*=b,+...+b, andx*= 
1+x+*- . .+xi-l Now x*=* i V - 1)/(x - 1) since x # 1 and hence x* = 0. This 
implies that g(6) = 0 and hence that 6 has period k. 0 
We can use this information to obtain a classification generalizing Theorem 2.3 
of [S]. (Recall that for (v, k, l)Ck-designs, k divides v(v - I).) 
Theorem 5.4. Let 9 be a (q, k, l)&design based on the additive group G of a 
fierd GF(q) f h o c aracteristic p and admitting a subgroup A = (a ) of order s > 1 of 
the multiplicative group of GF(q) as automorphisms. Then the following holds: 
(a) The parameter k divides p(q - 1). 
(b) If (k, q - 1) aq/s then k divides q - 1 and there are t > 1 GAUorbits 
%,.‘., 9, on blocks such that for each i 
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(i) 9i is a union of s/ji G-orbits for some ji dividing s, and, for Oi E Sit 
m(4) is of the form 
(b,, . . . , b,,, bIy, . . . , b,y, . . . , b,y”-‘, . . . , b,y”-‘) 
where bI, . . . , 6, are from d&inct A-classes in C#, y E A has order ji, 
and k = li ji. 
(ii) (q - 1)/s = I1 + - - - + l,. 
(c) Ifs = q - 1 then the design is one of the ones of Example 5.2. 
Proof. Let the GA-orbits on blocks be 9!i, . . . , St and let Si c $ for 1 c i s t. 
Let Zi be the least positive integer such that the first and (Ii + 1)st entries in w(Q) 
are A-conjugates, and let k = fi ji. By Proposition 5.1, li is the number of A-classes 
in G* which contribute entries to m(Oj) and so CICie,fi = (q - 1)/s. 
It follows that for at least one i, li is not divisible by p. If for this C7i Lemma 
5.3(b) holds, then as in this case ji divides q - 1 we must have k not divisible by p 
and hence, since k divides q(q - l), k divides q - 1. Qn the other hand if Lemma 
5.3(a) holds then k is li or pli and hence k divides p(q - 1). So (a) is proved. 
Suppose now that (k, q - 1) 2 q/s. Then the number of A-dues (q - 1)/s is 
strictly less than (k, q - 1) and in particular each li s (q - 1)/s C (k, q - 1). It 
follows that Lemma 5.3(b) is true for each m(Q). By Proposition 5.1 and Lemma 
5.3, m(4) has the form given in (b)(i) where the bl, . . . , bti come from distinct 
A-classes; moreover, m(4) contains ji elements from each of these classes and 
hence ?Ji is a union of s/ji G-orbits. Thus (b) is proved. 
Suppose now that s = q - 1. Then as (q - 1)/s = Ii + - - - + 1, we must have t = 1 
and I1 = 1. If (k, q - 1) > 1 then (b) holds, k = jI, and the design is the one 
described in 5.2(a). On the other hand if (k, q - 1) = 1 then by part (a) 
k =p = flp. Thus m(O,) is a constant vector and the design is the one described 
in 5.2(b). 0 
Remarks 5.5. Brand and Huffman [6, Section 51 discuss -&ous modifications to 
the designs of Example 5.2. The designs classified in Theorem 5.4(b) above are 
very similar to but more general than those obtainable from the designs of 5.2(a) 
by a sequence of operati.ons described by Brand and Huffman in [6, Section 5] 
called (k, Q-switches. A (k, &switch, where 1 divides k, consists of the following: 
Let i,, . . . , ir be distinct integers modulo t = (q - 1)/k and suppose that 
,& &X4+6 = O 
(*) 
_. 
holds, with x as in 5.2(a). A (k, &switch consists of the replacement of 
Mi,, s * s ; Mi, by M:,, . . . , Mb where 
M;,~ (xil, . . . , xif, xil+rl, . . . , xh+fl, . . . , xil+NW-l), . . . , Xir+NWC-l)) 
and M,!,,, =x’Mi’, for 2sjCl. 
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The problem with applying a (k, &switch is that there is no guarantee that the 
new =-classes Mi are contained in L&(G). 
Note that condition (*) is always satisfied if I is a proper divisor of k while if 
I= k then it reduces to the condition 
If we replace the condition that ii, . . . , i, be distinct modulo (q - 1)/k by the 
condition that they be distinct modulo (q - 1)/s then the designs obtained 
Theorem 5.4(b) are precisely those obtainable by applying a sequence 
(k, Q-switches, i = 1, . . . , t, to one of the designs in Example 5.2(a). 
Application 2. Direct products 
in 
of 
Let G = flip, Gi be the direct product of groups Gi of order Vi for i in a finite 
index set 1. Set u = lG1 = n Vi. For i E Z let Ai be a subgroup of Aut Gi and set 
A = nie=Ai. Let 9 be a (v, k, l)ek-design based on G and admitting A. First we 
show that, provided the Ai are ‘large enough’, 9 determines a (v,, k, l)&-design 
9, based on G, = I&,, Gi, where vJ = lJeJ vi, for each non-empty subset J of 1. 
Proposition 5.6. Suppose that for each i in Z the centralizer Co(Ai) of Ai in G is 
trivial. Then the following are true, where we denote the support of an element 
g E G by Z(g) = {i E Z 1 g; # lc,}. 
(a) Zf, for a G-orbit 0, the k-tuple m(0) = (gl, . . . , gk) then Z(gI) = Z(g2) = 
. - . = Z(gk). Set Z(0) = Z(gl). Then the difference family & for 9 is partitioned into 
sets G(J) = {m(O) 1 Z(0) = J} for non-empty subsets J of I. 
(b) For each non-empty J c I, the union $ of the sets $(J’) for non-empty 
J’ E J is the difference family for a (vJ, k, l)&-design $ based on GJ = I&,, Gi 
admitting A, = fljs, Ai, where vJ = nj,J vj. 
Proof. Let m(0) = (g,, . . . , gk). We show that all the gi have the same support. 
As m(0) is determined up to cyclic shifts we may assume that the cardinality of 
Z(gi) is the minimum of the cardinalities Z(gj), 1 QZ s k. If Z(gi) say is not equal 
to Z(gi), then there is some u E Z(gj) - Z(gl). Thus the u-component gju of gj is 
nontrivial and so for some a E A,, g$ #gjU- Then gy#gi and gy = g,. Using 
Proposition 2.4 it follows that on the one hand m(O)’ = m(6) as both contain g, 
as an entry, while m(O)(l cannot equal m(0) since gy #gj. This contradiction 
shows that Z(gj) = Z(gJ for all Z 6 k. 
Now consider &J for J a non-empty subset of 1. By Proposition 2.4 applied to 
9, each 1 Zg E GJ occurs as an entry in just one m(0) in $, and occurs just once 
in the first period of m where m(O) = m; by the previous paragraph m(6’) E $J. 
Also as m E 9’,(G) and has entries in GJ, m E Yk(GJ). Thus $J is the difference 
family for a (vJ, k, l)ek-design based on GJ and clearly this design admits AJ. Cl 
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Remarks 5.7. Given (Vi, k, l&designs 9i based on Gi admitting Ai, for each 
i E I, one construction of a (v, k, l)c,-design on G admitting A is the product 
design &I $3~~ defined in Section 4. (It is clear that the construction extends to a 
finite number of factors and that the product I&E, 9i admits A.) One might 
wonder how typical these product designs are of the class of all designs based on 
G admitting A. We can easily imagine simple modifications to the product 
construction which will produce new designs in the class which are not product 
designs but are similar to them. For example, suppose that I = (1,2) and that 
$, $3: are (Vi, k, l&designs based on Gi admitting Aj for i = 1,2. Then the 
following c-classes form the difference family for a (v, k, l)c,-design based on 
G, x GZ admitting Al x A*. 
(i) For each a = (a,, . . . , uk) in a =-class in $,, and each 6 = (b,, . . . , bk) in 
a =-class in $2, the =-class containing a x 6. 
(ii) All =-classes in $1’ and all =-classes in 8; (interpreted as =-classes in 
%(G, x Gz)). 
This idea is generalized below in the definition of a q-product design. 
Definition 5.8. Let I be a finite index set and k > 1 an integer. For i E I let Gi be a 
group of order Vi, and suppose that %i is a non-empty set of (Vi, ji, l&designs 
based on Gi for divisors ji of k (where the parameter ji may vary). Let 
G = n,, Gi, v = nia,ui and %= lJic,Z?i* Suppose further that for each non- 
empty subset J of I there are (Vi, ji, l&designs in $9 i E .I, such that the least 
common multiple of {ji 1 i E J} is k. 
Let $J : J* q, be a map from the set P(I) of non-empty subsets of I to the set 
of partial maps from I to BY such that for J E P(I) 
$$:J+% 
is such that q,(i) E %i with block’size ji, for i E J, and the least common multiple 
of{jiIiEJ}isk. 
Define the q-product design 9 to be the (v, k, l&-design with difference 
family 6 = lJ {G(J) ] J E P(I)} where g(J) consists of all the =-classes contain- 
ing k-tuples x = (xi, . . . , xk) such that each Xi E GJ = flue, G, and the k-tuple 
X@) = (&, . . . ) xku) of the u-components of x is the concatenation bkUU of k/j, 
copies of a k-tuple a in a =-class in the difference family for q,(u). 
Lemma 5.9. (a) The q-product design 9 defined above is indeed a (v, k, l)ck- 
design based on G. 
(b) For each i E I let Ai be a subgroup of Aut Gi. Then 9 admits A = IIis,Ai if 
and only if, for each u E J c I, I/I,(U) admits A,. 
Proof. We verify that the criteria of Proposition 2.4 hoid. Let g be any 
non-identity element of G and let J = {u E Z 1 g,, # lcU} be the support of g. Then, 
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for each u E J, by Proposition 2.4 there is a unique =class m(“) in the difference 
family for V,(U) with g, as an entry and g,, occurs once in the first period of m(“). 
Thus if jU is the block size of q,(u) there is a unique jU-tuple b@) in the class m(“) 
such that gU is the 6rst entry of b @I. Then g is the first entry of the k-tuple x in a 
=-class in gJ such that for each u E J the k-tuple of u-components of x is the 
concatenation of k/jU copies of b (“? Moreover, the =-class of x is the only =-class 
in $8 in which g occurs. 
Toseethateachx=(xl,..., x~) in a E-class in $ lies in Z&(G) note that for 
each u in J the vector x(“) = (x’,“), . . . , xr’) of u-components is the concatenation 
of k/j,, copies of an element of yPjy(GU); thus the product xp) - - - xi”,!, is the 
identity of G, if and only if m is divisible by jU. So the product xi - - - x~+~ is the 
identity of G if and only if m is divisible by the least common multiple of the jU, 
u E J, that is, divisible by k. Thus x E Y”(G). Hence by Proposition 2.4, $8 is the 
difference family for a (u, k, l&-design based on G. Finally, by construction, if 
for each u E J c: Z, I/Q(U) admits A, then 9 admits A and conversely. Cl 
We consider a generalization of the ‘field’ cpe of the first application and 
obtain a weak characterization of -+-product designs. 
Theorem 5.10. Let Z be a finite index set and let k 3 2 be an integer. For i E Z let Gi 
be the ada%ive group of a field Z$ = GF(pF) where pi is a prime and ei B 1, let Ai be 
the multiplicative group of Z$ (identified naturally with a subgroup of Aut Gi), and 
suppose that either k = pi or k divides pp - 1. Then there exist (v, k, I&-designs 
based on G = nOEt Gi admitting A = a,ztAi, where v = l&p?, and each such 
design is a q-product design. 
The (p?, k, 1)&-d esigns based on GC admitting Ai were characterized in [5] 
and are precisely the designs of Example 5.2. It follows that there are q-product 
designs based on G admitting A. The problem is to prove that each design based 
on G admitting A is a q-product design and this is proved below. 
Proof. Let 9 be a design based on G admitting A, and let 6 be its difference 
family. For each subset J of Z let G(J) = {g E G 1 Z(g) = J}. Then G is the disjoint 
union of the subsets G(J). -Moreover, for u E Z the group A, is transitive on the 
nonzero elements of G, and it follows that the A-classes in G are precisely the 
sets G(J). This means that all G-orbits 0 with Z(0) equal to a fixed J are 
contained in the same GA-orbit 9, say, so there is a l-l correspondence between 
GA-orbits 9, in a! and non-empty subsets J of 1. Let 6” be the G-orbit in 9, with 
m(Q) = m = (b,(J), . . . , bk(J)) such that (bl(J))i is equal to 0 if i $ J and 1 if 
i E J. (Such an 0’ exists and is unique by Proposition 2.4 and Proposition 5.1.) All 
other G-orbits in 9, are A-conjugates of 0,. Let G(J) denote the subset of 9 
corresponding to G-orbits in 9,. 
Let us consider what Proposition 5.1 says about 4. Since b,(J), b,(J) E G(J) 
the parameter 1 is 1 and we can take cy E A to be left multiplication by b,(J). We 
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note that C = &(6,(J)) = l’Iue,JAu and so C n ((u) is trivial and the parameter j is 
the multiplicative order of b,(J) (considered as an element of A). The number of 
G-orbits in 9, is therefore (I’l UEl u,)/j. The period of rn(s;) is j, and the first 
period of m is (6,6x, . . . , 6x’-‘) where 6 = b,(J) and x = 644. Now the sum of 
the elements in this first period is 6 Cosi<jX’ and this expression is zero if j > 1 
and is 6 if j = 1. It follows since IIC E Y&G) that either per(J) = j = k or 
per(J) = j = 1. If per(J) = 1, then for each u E J the u-component of the sum of 
the entries in m(0,) is kl, and as this must be O4 it follows that k =pu. Thus, if 
d”) denotes the k-tuple of u-components of entries in IIL, it follows that for each 
u EJ the set of =-classes formed by m (“I, for nr in the =-class m(0) for some 6 in 
9,, is the difference family of a (u,, k, l)C,-design 9(u, J). Further, setting 
w,(u) = B(u, J), th e set g(J) of =-classes in 6 with entries in G(J) is precisely 
the set g(J) defined in Definition 5.8. 
Suppose now that per(0,) = j = k. Suppose first that u E J is such that k = pu 
and let c, = b,(J),. Then the k-tuple of u-components of entries in 111 is 
ru(“) = (1, c,, . . . , cf’ ). Since m E gP,(G) it follows that 1 + c, +. . * + ct-’ = 
OFU, and hence that c, = 1,. Thus the set of =-classes formed by m(“) for m in the 
=-class m(0) for some 0~ 9, is the difference family for a (u,, k, l)c%-design 
9(u, J). Note that since m(0’) has period k, not all u E J are such that k = pu. 
Now suppose that u E J is such that k divides p: - 1 and again let c, = b*(J),. 
Then the k-tuple m(“) is the concatenation of k/j, copies of the jU-tuple 
(1, CU, * . * 9 &i-l) where jU is the multiplicative order of c, in F,. Since m E sP,(G) 
the sum of the u-component of its entries, namely (k/j,)(l + c, + - - - + &-I) is OK 
and hence c, # 1,. In this case, for each G-orbit 6~ 9,, if m(B) = m then the 
k-tuple m(“) is the concatenation of k/j, copies of (y, yc,, . . . , yci-I) for some 
y E F, \ {OK}, since 6 is an A-conjugate of 0,. Further, the set of =-classes formed 
by all such j,-tuples (y, yc,, . . . , y&-l) is the difference family for a (v,, jU, l)CjU- 
design 9(u, J), (as in Example 52(a)). If k is prime then of course jU = k. If on 
the other hand k is not prime then, for each u in J, k divides p2 - 1 and we 
obtain as described a (v,, jU, l&-design 9(u, J) with block size jU equal to the 
order of c, = b,(J),. In this case the period of m(0,) is the least common multiple 
ofthej,, _ 14 E .J, and hence this least common multiple equals k. It follows that 
when per(6”) = k we have for each u E J a (v,, jU, l)CjU-design 9(u, J) such that 
the least common multiple of the block sixes jU is equal to k. Further, setting 
q,(u) = 9(u, J), the set $(J) of =-classes in 9 with entries in G(J) is precisely 
the set $(J) defined in Definition 5.8. Thus 9~ is a q-product design where 
q,(u) = 9(u, J) for each u E J E 1. Cl 
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